DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 14: Climbing right turn on heading 350° to intercept bearing 272° from MEF NDB to GNATS INT. Thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 32: Climb on heading 323° to 1800 then climbing left turn on heading 250° to intercept bearing 272° from MEF NDB to GNATS INT. Thence . . . .

. . . . via (transition) or (assigned route). Maintain 11000 or assigned lower altitude.

COPPO TRANSITION (GNATS7.COPPO): From over GNATS INT on OED VORTAC R-216 to OLEYC DME, then on the OED VORTAC 15 DME Arc CCW to COPPO DME.

DREWS TRANSITION (GNATS7.DREWS): From over GNATS INT on MEF NDB 272° to MERLI INT, then on the OED VORTAC 15 DME Arc CW to DREWS DME.

HANDEL TRANSITION (GNATS7.HANDY): From over GNATS INT on OED VORTAC R-216 to OLEYC DME, then on the OED VORTAC 15 DME Arc CCW to HANDY DME.

KOLER TRANSITION (GNATS7.KOLER): From over GNATS INT on MEF NDB 272° to MERLI INT, then on RBG VOR/DME R-154 to KOLER INT.

MOURN TRANSITION (GNATS7.MOURN): From over GNATS INT on MEF NDB 272° to MERLI INT, then on the OED VORTAC 15 DME Arc CW to UZEHE DME, then on OED VORTAC R-333 to MOURN INT.

TALEM TRANSITION (GNATS7.TALEM): From over GNATS INT on OED VORTAC R-216 to OLEYC DME, then on the OED VORTAC 15 DME Arc CCW to LIPWO DME, then on OED VORTAC R-157 to TALEM DME.